How to Bring
Trauma-Informed
Awareness to
Your Yoga Classes
with content by Emma Stern

Quick Tip #1
ALWAYS ASK FOR CONSENT BEFORE
USING TOUCH OR CORRECTING A
STUDENT’S POSTURE.

Emma Stern is a yoga teacher and mental health professional who lives in
Portland, OR. As a mental health professional and yoga teacher, she offers best
practices for yoga teachers holding space for a deeply emotional practice while
navigating the challenge of holding appropriate professional boundaries and
teaching from a trauma informed platform.
Be mindful not to emphasize movements that aren’t attainable for all
students. Make it about choice rather than physical ability. Use language
that speaks to choice rather than commands, especially when cueing
postures that may not be accessible in all bodies.
Suggested phrases: “maybe you choose to bring your arms into a half or
full bind” vs. “find a half or full bind if that’s accessible in your body.”
Eliminate language that labels the practitioner’s experience. That way, the
student who doesn’t feel amazing doesn’t feel like they’re doing anything
wrong.
Suggested phrases: “notice what this feels like” vs. “this should feel
amazing.”
Use language that empowers your students rather than language that
takes away their power or focuses on what they should not be doing.
Suggested phrases: “Press the back of your right foot into the ground for
support” vs. “You’re probably not using all the muscles in your right foot.
Press into the back of your foot.”
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Quick Tip #2
TRUST YOUR STUDENTS TO DO WHAT
THEY NEED TO DO IN THEIR BODIES
AND MOVE HOW THEY CHOOSE TO MOVE.

Avoid stating any assumptions about your students and their experiences
on or off the mat.
Suggested phrases: “Maybe this is a way you haven’t moved your body yet
today. Notice what it feels like for you" vs. “You probably sit at a
computer all day at your tech jobs, so it must feel great to be in a heart
opener.” (For all you know, your students could be unemployed, work
tedious jobs on their feet, etc. Assumptions have potential to make people
feel minimized.)
As a teacher, model interoceptive awareness and the experience of being
in your body. Avoid telling students what they should be feeling in their
bodies without labels, shame, or judgement. Teachers should encourage
students to communicate with their bodies in a similar fashion. Trauma
survivors often dissociate (disconnect from experiencing sensation in
their bodies), so it’s also important to normalize feeling nothing at all.
Suggested phrases: “I notice a lot of sensation in my belly in this pose.
That might be the case for you. You might feel something totally different
or you might not feel anything there. Just notice your experience.” vs.
"You should feel this in your belly."
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Quick Tip #3
NEVER CRITICIZE OR PUBLICALLY
SHAME YOUR STUDENTS IF THEY CHOSE
TO MAKE DIFFERENT DECICIONS
THAN YOU WOULD MAKE.

Be mindful of anything that might lead a student to feel shame.
Alignment-based teachers should reflect on ways to mindfully correct
posture and offer alignment feedback.
Suggested phrases: “let your pelvis support you and allow you to lift up
and out of your low back” vs. “don’t dump your weight into your low
back.”
Focus on the practice rather than the pose. Not all poses are attainable in
all bodies, but practicing yoga is. Even teachers who teach advanced asana
and peak pose-oriented classes can hold space in this way.
Suggested phrases: “The most advanced variation of the pose is the one
that allows you to notice your breath and your body. Your peak pose
today might be a handstand, it might be child’s pose, or maybe it’s
something else entirely” vs. "Our peak pose today is *insert peak pose*
and that’s what we will all be working towards."
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